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Abstract: 
Enlropy generalioo is an effective 1001 in energy proccss analysis and 

oplimiulion. Problems as enlropy generalion in heat exchangers due to pressure 
losses and due to hut Iransfer are discussed. The entropy generation number Ns 
provide, a meaning for evaluating the perfonnance of a ht:2t exchanger. 

The performance of in-line tobe bank.~ are studied at conslant relative Inlnsfer 
pitch with variable relative longitudinal pitch and vice-versa. The results of the 
performance showed that Ihere is a minimum enlropy gener:ltion occurs at 
particular Reynolds number and number oftrall5fer units ror each tube bank. 

Introduction: 
Heat transfer, as a way or thinking and formulating problems, is considerably 

older than tbermodynamics. The fundamental engineering problem in heal transfer, 
th e relationship between temperature. difference and heat Iransfer rate was 
rormulated more than 200 yean ago by Newlon, Biot, Funer et. 21. Heat transrer 
processes and devices are inherently irreversible; in other words, heat Iransfer 
phenomena .freels Ihe one way destruction of available work. Nowadays, in which 
aVAilable work is increasing sure and upeolive, it is neceSSluy to describe in 
prtcise terms how waslerul hut transfer phenomena are, so Ihat responsible 
decisions can be made about whether and how to turb such waste. 

Consideration or .vail:able energy and irreversibility falls within tbe 
thermodynamic realm. Thermodynamics, in general, and the second law, in 
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particular, occupies a central place in the solution of hent transfer problems. 
Entropy generation should assume 3 central role in heat transfer. a.s central as the 
relalioDship betwun lemperalurt difference and heat transfer ral e or the 
relationship betwHn pressun drop energy and now through a duct or the 
combinalion between entropy genera tion caused by heat transfer rate as well as 
pressure drop energy. 

A heat excbanger is an inherently irrever3ible device and . consequently the 
second law aspects or hUI uch:mger theory and design have been co nsid ered 
ff"equently II, 2, 3). 

lt can be readily shown that for most flow passages that might be llsed for the 
heat transfer surfact! of an exchanger, the heat transfer rate per unit of surface area 
can be incrused by increas ing fluid-flow ve.locity. Bul, the friction-power 
expenditure is also in(f'used with now velocity. So tbat, tbe frictional pressure drop 
losses art said to be coupled in the sense that any design change aimed to reducing 
one type of loss is likely (0 have an opposite dfect on the other. Due to this coupliDg, 
it is then difficult to determine a priori whether a proposed design modification will 
yield a net improvement in heat exch an.ger perform ance. 

This paper presents the coupling between losses due to hea t transfer across the 
fluid-Io-fluid temperature difference and losses ca used by fluid friction, for in-line 
rube banks with various relative longitudinal pitches at constant relative transverse 
pitch and vice-versa using the concept of heat exch:lnger irreveni bility. Based on 
thi! concept, the entropy gener:ltion number is used !IS a b9sic parameter in 
describing heat exchaDger performance. this dimensionless gro up was proposed 
by[l[. 

The eotropy generation number is used as indiclltor for hellt Cl:Chllnger 
performance, namely the ratio of heat tr:lnsfer energy to lost fluid bumping power 
as defined in f4, 5). It is show n in what follows that increasing the ratio ofhe:at 
transfer energy to pumping power is not su fficient for calming im provements in heal 
exchanger performance. 

Further studies on cornpnct cross flow hellt exchangers (6] and on regenerators of 
gas turbine (71 were ma inly co ncern ed with the optimization through the choice of 
the minimum entropy production. 

This paper deals with : 
(a) Developing a gene ral expression of the eotropy generation. 
(b) Defining two new correlations for optimum NTU and Reyn olds number at 

which the heat ex.ch ll nger operates more {'fficien tly. 
(c) Inve3tiga ting which type of in-line lube heat exchan ger operates with 

minimum lones at the range of opera tion. 

Entropy Generation Analysis_; 
For th e heat exchanger. the entropy generation rate Clln be given by 

~. dS_=m. ds .. +m.ds. (1) 

when the beat transfer to the environm ent is neglect ed, an d the subscripts c and h 
are for cold and hot streams respectively. 

Expressing the entropy generation in a general way. 
d3 = C~ dT/ T -(Ou/ilT)~ dP (2) 

The integration between inlet and outlet gives 
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5_ = m, {C., ]n(T, IT, ), -1 (;;"IiJT)" dP) 

+ m,{ c" ]n(T, IT, ), -1 (;;"IiIT) .. dP\ (3\ 

with the .assumption tha t C llnd C are avenged between T, & '0 ror t .• 11 
~ h . 

5t.ream. There ·Are two cases, the fi rs t when the ca pacity rate of the hot s urn j_ , I t 

minimum ca pa city n.te (C • • Cmin ) , The second case, wh en the c:lpaClly ,'a lt of Ine 
hotslream is the muimum ca pacity r:ate (C, .. Cmu )' 

(I) Entropy generation fJue to heat transfer with temperature difference: 
The heat exchanger effectiveness (E) is defined :as th e ratio or the actunl Itrat 

transfer (QICI ) to tlte max.imum possible heat transrer (Qmn) r 10J ",·hel'e, 
Q ... = C,,(TIII-T •• ) = Cc (Tc, - To ) (4) 

Q_ = C_ (T. - To) (5) 
Combining equation (4) an d (5) with the definition of the erfectivene.ss leads to, 

Q C.(TIoI - T,,) Cc(Tct - To ) 
, = Q:, = C.,(T. - To) = C_(Tw - Ta) (6) 

(i) En"opy g"""tion al C, • C_ 
when C, .. C_ equation (6) becomes. 

T",- T •• 1- (T .. / TIoI ) E = = (7) 
T",- To 1- (To / Thj) 

Then the ratio of outlet to inl et tt:mper:a lure for Ihe hot stream (T •• / TIoI) ca n 
be put in this fonn 

I...= t-.( I- , ) (8) 
Too 

where 1" = (TCl /T~)is the absol ut e inlet tempernlur~5 ratio. Also th e t; ca n 
be put in the form 

.= C_,(T,.- To ) = -,-[ I - T_ lTw] (9) 
C .. ",(TIoI-Tt,) (j) 1- 1" 

where 00 is the ratio of the minimum to maxiUHLm ca pa city rates. Leis us tak e 
the absolule outlet 10 inlet teUl per:lture ratio for the clod strea m, (Tc. / Ta ) 

", 
T 
..:£t = l+&oo (111" -I ) (10) 
To 

The entropy generation due to hut lr.1nsfer with temperature difference is 
given by, 

5 ... . ')T = (m C'). ln(;~)+(mCI'). ln( ~:) (I I) 

Combining equations (8) and (10) with the equ:ation (II) gives, 
S~ .•• = C_ ln[I-,(I-')J+C_, ]n[I+ ... (II, -I)J · (\2) 

(ii) Entropy gent ration a t C~ = C_ • 
. Where C. = C_. , the ratio of outlet to inlet tempernt urt in terms of 
effectiveness becomes 
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• = C_.{Tw - T~ ) = !.[(T~ ITw)) 
C_(Tw-TCI ) Q) Ih-I 

Sothat. 

T" = 1+ecD(I - "t") 
Tw 

So Ibat, 

(13) 

!a=I+e(I -<) (14) 
To 

Combining equations (13) and (14) with equation (II) ~ivt" 

S ••. " = C_ {In[I -OO (I-<)] +,, ln[I + &(lI< -1)lJ (IS) 

(U) Entropy g~lfnalio" du~ to prusure drop 
The miropy generation due to pressure drop for a heat eschanger is given from 
equation (3), , , 

S,.."" = -m~J (00 I aT)"" dP - meJ (OJ I Of) ..... dP (16) 

for. liquid it is assum ed that 
(wIOf), = po = constant 

when p is ... olumetric expansion coefficient 
Wh ile for a perfect gas 

j(au IOT), dP = j% dP _Rln(P')_Rln(P, +AP) 
I I P I PI 

= Rln (1+ ~) 
with the bypothesis llP/ PI « 1 oncge!s 

I (au / Of), dP =R ln 1+- "" RAP / P, • ( AP) 
, P, 

In geoeral it is possible 10 express 
• f (au l OT), dP=yAP , 

(1 7) 

(18) 

( 19) 

where y " I)" (20) 
for a liquid, and 

y = RI P; (11) 
for a perfect gas 

(i) Entropy gCRenuion at C. = c_ 
When Clio = C_ • Ihe en tropy gener2lion due to pressure drop is given by 
tombining equations (16) and (19) to give 

S.~ .6I' = - (C_I C.J r. 6J>. - (C_.tC,., ) Ye Ar. (22) 
(ii) En tropy generation 2t C. - Cmu 

In this 1:3Se. when C, - emu. the S .... . u beco mes, 

S .... . ,.,. = - (C_ . Ie .. ) 'f . 6J>. - (C_ I C • .> 'f . liP. (23) 
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Total Entropy Generation: 
The totaJ tntropy eenuation due to hut tnnsfu with ltmptrature dirrerence 

Ind pru,urt drop is given by: 
(1) At C, = C_ ,.adding tquations (12) .and (22) Iuds to 

S~ = C_.lm In[ 1-&(1- ,)]+ In[ 1+0>«11, -I)] 

-(m/C,.)r ~ dp, - (I/C,.)y.6.p.} (24) 

(2) At C~ - Cmu , adding tquations (15) and (23) to gtt 

S~ = C_ I In[ 1-"", (1- ,)] +m IU[ 1+&(1" -I )] 

-( l /C,~)Y~ 6.P, - (Cil/C,.)y.6.P.l (25) 

Sinct the momentum lrllllsfu information is co ndensed ill dimensionless group 
such as friction factor, skin friction coefficient or drag coefficient, and since heat 
transfer rtsultl are exprused simil:lrly in the foml of Nusselt or 51anlon numbtr, it 
is :approprille to deline a dimensionleu group for second-law analysis in heal 
transfer, tbe enlropy generation number Ns 111. This group is defined in II mlnDer 
limilar to friction factor and Nusselt number 

N = Actual tntropy generation rate 
S Characteristic entropy genration rate 

S~ 
i.e.. N. == -- (26) 

C_. I 

Therdore witll the hdp of definition of Ns, filUtllion (24) can be put in the 
fOrTI), ,",'bea C, = C_ 
. N, =<0 In [l.&(l.t)]+ lnll +Q)£( lh . 1)1 

-(m IC~)y . lU'.-(IIC.,>y . AP. (27) 
Also, when C • • Cmu equatio n (25) can be lake the form, 

N, = 10 [t.tO&(l.t)]+wln(l+&(11t -I)) 

.(t / C .... )Y ~ AP~-(0 / C,.>y.AP. (28) 

Eq uations (17) and (28) call be put in the fonn 
Ns =N .. r + N, . ~ +Ns. r• (19) 

where 
Ns. T iJ the entropy generation number due to heal Iransfer with temperalure 

diffuence, 
N,. ~ i. Ihe entropy genttation number due 10 prt5sure drop of. bot 

Itream) 
N,. r. it tbe tntrop), genuation number due to pru.ure drop of a cold 

.trum. 
(1) At C, = C_ 

N" = (!) In [I-&(I-')J+I"[I+",,(II, -I)J 

N,." ==-(<0 I C,,) r. AP~ 
N"" =-(IIC,.l Y. dPe 

(I) AI C~ - Cmll 

N" , = I" [1-o>«I-')J+IDI"[IH(lh - I)J 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 
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N,.,. =-(1/C,.)r~6P_ 
Ns." ::::-(wIC,,)'f,APc 

(34) 

(35) 

It can be shown that Ns. T has all extremum at ONs. T 18& = 0, simplifying tbis 

equation leads to E = _ 1-
I+m 

(36) 

The effectiveness wbicb given by above equation is the value at which maximum 
irreversibility contribution from heat transfer with temperature dirrerente. 

Application of Second Law Analysis For Crossjlow 
of In-Line Tube Banks 

Beat transrer of lube banks is governed mainly by (he now velocity. tube 
arraogeolent, nuid physical properti~. thennalload, and beat flux distribution. In 
tbe dimensionl~5 from, 

Nu - /(R •• P"l{ / K .. . I-' 1 1-' ... Cp ICp.,. p l pw' S, 10. Si l O) (37) 

where 
St= Transfer pitch , S, - Longitudinal pitth • 0:::: Tube diameter 

and Re ill based 00 the minimum now arC-a. Experimental results are interpreted by 
functional relation in the exponential form [4). Where C and m in a definite region 
of Re are governed by the tube arrangement, and the uponent nand p denotes the 
effect of fluid physical properti~ on heat transfer. An esperimeotal investigation of 
the heat transrer characteristics wa! performed by (8, 9) for in-line bank!. 

The Stanton number which is defined by 
St=Nu / Re.Pr (38) 

and the number of transfer unit NTU is defined [101 

NTU'" (4L I DJ St (C I Cmi[J) 11. 
where, 

D. 
L 
C 

is the hydraulic diameter 
is the length of heat exch:tnger flow path 
is the capacity rate of the stream 

Crni[J is the minimum capacity rate 
11, is the surface efficiency pl'lr:tmeter 

(39) 

The effectiveness E when the stl·onger fluid i:s mi;,:ed is given by [101 

.~ ~ (1-"p[- m(l - up(-NTU))]} (40) 

but when the weaker nuid is mixed 

• = 1- np[ - (1 - "p( - NTU'm)) 1m] (41) 

Form equations (37) to (41) the entropy generalion number due to transfer can 
be evaluated. 

Pressure loss~ across banks of tube is governed by the flow dynamics in the 
intcrtube spaces. The existence of considerable acceleration and detderation over 
tubes develops separated flow that absorb large amounts of kinetic enere ornuid 
motion. Cnnsequently. tube arrnngemenl must be a determining factor ror the 
prenure drop, 6P for flow through a b:mk of tubes is a function of the geomet.ry 
(upressed in terms of SI , 51 and D), the number of tube rows in the bank Z. the 
now velocity u, and the physicnl properties of lhe fluid 

~p = feu, 5" 51, D, Z,~, p) (42) 
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It is convenient, in what follows, to define u as the maximum velocity attained by 
the fluid as il passes through the varies gaps between the tubes. Rdation (42) may 
be wriUen in dimensionless fonn, 

E. - f(R..., b, Z) (43) 
The appropriate equations for Eu was perfonned by 19) for in-line tube banks. 

The preuure drop AP across the tube banlu is then given by, 
AP - Eu (pu1/2) Z (44) 

So that, the ~ntropy generation due to pressure drop can be accounted. 

Results And Discussion: 
The entropy generation calculations have been carried out according to the 

equations fomlOlated in entropy generation analysis as before at "t-O.5 aod m-1.0. 
As an input, the data reported in 18, 91 for heat transfer and drag ill tube bundle of 
in-line tube banks in the form of correlatioDs for Nusselt number and Euler nunlber. 

The results are presented in the following form 
(i) Ns. . versus Re 
(iii) Ns versus Re 
(v) • • [rreversibility distribution. Ratio versus Re 

(ii) Ns, T venus Re 
(iv) Ns versus NTU 

Fig. (1) presents the results ofNs. . as a function of Reynolds number for valuts of 
relative transfer pitch "a". The monotonic increase in Ns.rwith ReynOlds number 
for all values of "a" renects the erTect of the gnater power upended to overcome 
drag as Reynolds number increaJe5. This erT«t may abo be recognized by 
considering tbe fACI tbat in the limit aJ ReynoldJ number goes to zero, drag goes to 
~ero. 

The effect of narrowing the traDJfer pitch, i.e .• reducing the value of "a" will be 
to increslJe velocity gradient between adjacent tubeJ and hence lead to greater now 
resistance. This is reflected in Fig. (1) a$ the lowest Ns, r for awl.!5, iocreasing 
progressively as "a" goes to 1.25. 

In Fig. (2) Ns, T is plotted agaimt Reynolds numbtr, indicating that entropy 
geoenllion due to heat transfer differs from entropy generation due to now drag 
(prenure drop) in the usential wny, thaI as Reynolds number increase.! entropy 
generation decreases. For ill·line lube banks, all transverse sp:u~jngJ have the same 
heat transfer behaviour but not Ihe same friction drag belt:'tViour [81.thi5 muns that 
the entropy generadon due to heat transfer is Ihe .same for alllrallsfer spacinp:. Th~ 
is reflected in Fig. (2), where all the lines for different "a" co nverge to a Jingle line. 

Both of heat transfer coefficient and presJure drop are increasing nuid-now 
velocity. The losses of heat transfer and preSJun drop an said to be coupled in the 
sense that any duign change aimed to reduce one type of Ion is likely to has an 
opposite effect on lhe olher, aJ shown in Fig. (3). This figure illustrates tbat the 
entropy generation due to pressure drop incresse..s by increasing ReynOlds number 
and vice--verSJI. for the entropy generation due to heac transfer. Due to this coupling 
Ihe~ i$ optimum point at parlicular ReynoldS number at whicb minimum entropy 
generation occures. 

The lotal entropy generation lineJ due to heat transfer and drag of external now 
for in-line tube banks are not inlersecting as shown in Fig. (4). The value of a- 1.25 
has higher Ns throughout. Widder spacing arc betler for lower entropy generation. 
The final choice will of course depend on a COJI estimate for different deligns. For 
largest transverse pitch aD 2.5, the minimum entropy generalion Occruel at aboul 
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Reynolds number 64000. The range of the Re from 28000 to 64000 i, the range for 
minimum eIIeropy generation for all investigated transvene pitches. 

A clear and well-defined minimum Ns for in-line tube banks is shown in Fig (S). 
In this Figure tbe Ns due to the interaction of tbe two entropy genemtion 
mechanisms i! plotted against NTU. The locus of the minimum Ns being in a 
straight line. We may even fit nn equation for the 'traigh_' line to interpolate or 
eltrapolate mininma for different values of "a" while "bOO i5 kept constant b=2.0, 

The occurrence of the minima Ns has the important connotation that, if a bundle 
geometry is cbosen suitably and operated at appropriate Reynolds number, it will 
have the best entropy generation characteristics. Such a result is an additional 
criterion for design and operation of heat exchangers. 

The results of irreversibility distribution ratio (lrr, Dist. Ration, ,) against the Re 
for vanous l'3lue of transverse pitch are presenled in Fig (6). The entropy 
generation Ns, has been arranged to show the special forms assumed by Ns in 
the two extremcs,,, ~ 0 and" -----)- 00. As expected, in a situation dominated by heat 
tnU15fcr irreversibility (q, -+ 0) the entropy generation number will be proportional 
among to the heat transrer coefficient. Conversely, when the irreversibility is 
dominated by M> effects ($ -+ o:J), Ns will vary as the friction factor. Fig (6) reflect 
that +<1. this means thai , the entropy generntion caused by heat transfer is grater 
than that caused by pressure drop. Thus, from the viewpoint of thermal design 
optimization, the systemlltic elimination of irreversibility sources in the system is tbc 
direct route towards 10 minimize the entropy generation caused by heat transfer 
irreversibility by Increasing the heat transfer coefficient. 

At constant transverse spacing. 8"'2.0, the total entropy gencration due to beat 
!"'nsCer and drag or external fluid Ns is plotted :Ig:linst Re as shown in Fig. (7) for 
in·liue tube bjlnks. The elTect of narrowing the 1(l.lgitudinal pitch, i.e., reducing tbe 
value of "b" will be reduced Ns. As the lowest Ns for b=1.25 increasing progressively 
as "b" goes to 2.0. For alliongitudinai pitcbes investigated there is a minimum Ns 
indicated in Fig. (7). The minimum Ns is also indicated in Fig. (8), where Ns is 
plotted against NTU. 

Conclusions; 
The results showed thai, the entropy generat.ion number is generally non

monotonic with respect to c"nogiog design parameters. Consequently, the use of 
design rules such as minimizing the fluid-to-fluid temperature dilTerence or 
maximizing the ratio of beat tnlnsfer rate to fluid bumping power is not ·sufficient 
(or seeking improved thermal perfonnance. The Ns criterion is a more adequate 
measure of thennodyn:lluic imperfection 2nd provides a more complete picture of 
how various design variable innuence of Ihermal performance. The second law is 
used to evaluate the performance of cross now heat exchanger for in-line tube banks 
at CD- 1.0 and T-0.5. The tube banks are analysed for tube banks of constant relative 
transverse pitch (a=2.0) and variable relative longitudinal pitch and vice-versa. The 
coupling of entropy generation due to heat transfer and pressure drop of external 
flow are as a qualitative result s for the performance of these heat excbangers. th e 
results indicated that, the entropy generation number Ns decreases with tbe increase 
of Re up to optimum Re while above that, Ns increases for all the tube banlu. At 
b-2.0 and a-1.25, 1.5, 2.0 & 2.5, the higher perfonnance for tube bank of a-l.S. But 
at a=2.0 and b=1.25, 1.5 & 2.0, the higher perfornmnce for tube bank ofb- 1.2S. 
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Nom,enclature j 
.. relative transverse pitch 
b relative longitud inal pilch 
C capacity rate m C, (W I K) 
C, specific hut at (onstant pressure (J I Kg K) 
Eu Euler numbu 
G uchanger mass veJocity baJed on the minimum free--now arca in tbe 

core (Kg I m1 S') 
h 
m 
N. 
Ns,t 

N.,p 
Nu 
NTV 
P 
t.P 
p, 
Q 

convective heat transfer coefficient (W I m1 K) 
mass flow rate (Kg I s) 
en tropy generation number due to ~p and.&T 
entropy generation number due to heat traosfer with temperature 
difference., AT 
entropy gelleration number due to pressure drop. OP 
NusseU number based 00 actual heallrnnsfer area 
number of transfer unit 
pressure (N I ml) 
pffilsure drop (N I rol ) 

PMlndtJ number 
beal transfer intcraCCion (W) 

Re Reynolds number 
S .... tI entropy gencl"lIIlion due to fluid friction (W I K) 

S ..... aT entropy generation due to hut tr:uufer (W I K) 

St Stanton number 
u velocity in minimum free now 2rt.2 (m Il) 
v specific volume (mll Kg) 
Z total number of rows in the heat exchanger 

Greek Letter Symbols 
~ 
T 

m , 
• 
" y 
p 

volumetric expansion coefficient 
absolute inlet temperature ratio (Tci I Thi) 
capacity ratio ( Cn11n I CmaJ 
heat exchanger effectiveness ( Qa~1 Q J 
irreversibility distribution ratio ( I,P ~s,t) 
dynamic viscosity (NoS I ml) 
kina malic viscosity (mll s) 
fluid denlity (Kg I ml) 

Subcribts 
• .ir 
e cold stream 
h hot stream 

inner, inlet 
0 outside, outlet 
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